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Abstract

Observing the unsatisfactory baseline perfor-001
mance of large-scaled language models on002
Tiered Reasoning for Intuitive Physics (TRIP),003
a newly proposed commonsense reasoning004
dataset, we propose to perform architecture005
modifications and optimization schedules of006
transfer learning as potential methods for im-007
provement.008

We have done experiments on training the009
TRIP model with transfer learning by pre-010
training on eight different datasets, ranging011
from question-answering to inference tasks.012
All of these intermediate tasks emphasize on013
the model’s reasoning ability. We also explored014
efficient-parameter tuning by adding an adapter015
module to the RoBERTa-base transformer016
and compare its performance with other fine-017
tuning methods.018

1 Introduction019

In recent years, researchers have developed dozens020

of large-scale benchmark datasets to capture phys-021

ical or scientific reasoning for Natural Language022

Processing (NLP). Existing benchmarks typically023

suffer bias, especially when dealing with high-level024

benchmark tasks where systems may pass over rea-025

soning and give unjustified prediction with artifi-026

cially high accuracy (McCoy et al., 2019; Belinkov027

et al., 2019).028

In recognition of this issue and to better mea-029

sure the machine’s ability in understanding and030

reasoning physical commonsense, Storks et al.031

(2021) introduced an unprecedented dataset TRIP032

together with three metrics. Their coherent reason-033

ing chain was built from low-level to high-level034

tasks thus not only enabling the evaluation in a035

human-interpretable sense but also alleviating is-036

sues concerning data bias to some extent.037

However, a tiered baseline for TRIP demon-038

strates a low performance of existing language039

models with verifiability of 10.8% on the proposed 040

joint tasks. This shows that large-scale language 041

models with huge size of pre-training data (e.g., 042

BERT (Devlin et al., 2018), ROBERTA (Liu et al., 043

2019), DEBERTA (He et al., 2020)) struggle to 044

perform tiered reasoning tasks despite having high 045

accuracy if applied to the end task directly. The 046

goal of our project is thus to develop approaches 047

to improve the baseline performance of the various 048

large-scaled language models on TRIP. 049

Classic supervised learning accomplishes train- 050

ing in an isolated environment on a single dataset. 051

Transfer learning, however, allows us to train a 052

model on a series of datasets of additional domains 053

or tasks, and it has been proven beneficial in im- 054

proving the performance of many predicative lan- 055

guage models in the Natural Language Processing 056

field (Ruder et al., 2019). 057

In this project, we performed architecture modi- 058

fications and optimization schedules (Ruder et al., 059

2019) to improve the performance baseline of 060

BERT, RoBERTa and DeBERTa on TRIP. Before 061

fine-tuning the pretrained model on the target task, 062

we added another layer of training the models on 063

a relevant intermediate task to improve the base- 064

line performance of these models. We adapted 065

the multi-tiered quantitative evaluation of common- 066

sense reasoning proposed for TRIP, which uses 067

accuracy, consistency, and verifiability as evalua- 068

tion metrics. We focused on consistency and verifi- 069

ability to measure the low-level predictions in the 070

reasoning process. 071

The rest of this report is organized as follows: 072

Section 2 explains details about transfer learning 073

and adapters and introduces several relevant bench- 074

mark datasets. Section 3 describes the target and 075

intermediate tasks and the transfer learning we ex- 076

perimented with. Section 4 summaries the per- 077

formance of our proposed approaches. Section 5 078

discusses the limitations and contributions of our 079

project and elaborates on future work. The last 080
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Name Task Domain/ Source Metrics
Sequence classification
BoolQ (Clark et al., 2019) binary QA Wikipedia, web queries acc.
Multiple-choice
Hellaswag (Zellers et al., 2019) commonsense-reasoning misc. acc.
CosmosQA (Huang et al., 2019) commonsense reasoning crowdsourced acc.
PIQA (Bisk et al., 2020) commonsense reasoning misc. acc.
ARC (Aristo) (Clark et al., 2018) multiple-choice QA misc. acc.
RACE (Lai et al., 2017) reading comprehension English exams acc.
WinoGrande (Sakaguchi et al., 2020) coreference resolution crowdsourced acc.
ART (Bhagavatula et al., 2019) NLI stories acc.

Table 1: Overview of intermediate tasks used in our experiments, grouped by task type.

two Sections conclude our findings and provide081

information about the division of work.082

2 Related Work083

Transfer Learning084

Transfer learning is a technique that uses deep085

learning models trained on a large dataset to per-086

form similar tasks on another dataset. Sequential087

transfer learning has two phases: a pretraining088

phase on a source task, and an adaptation phase089

that applies the learned knowledge to a target task.090

The adaptation phase of transfer learning has two091

major methods: architecture modifications and op-092

timization schedules (Ruder et al., 2019). Archi-093

tecture modifications include changing the number094

of embeddings, layers, modules, and other archi-095

tecture inside the pretrained model. Optimization096

schedules include fine-tuning part of the pre-trained097

model and fine-tuning the pre-trained model on a098

series of datasets and tasks.099

Fine-tuning is one of the most common transfer100

learning techniques used in NLP (Houlsby et al.,101

2019). It copies the weights from a pre-trained102

network on an intermediate task and tunes this net-103

work on the downstream or target task. Recent104

work has shown that fine-tuning usually enjoys a105

good performance and leads to a transfer gain.106

However, transfer learning does not guarantee107

a transfer gain. According to the results of (Poth108

et al., 2021) which experimented on a wide range109

of task combinations for RoBERTa, 243 (53%)110

transfer combinations yield positive transfer gains111

whereas 203 (44%) yield losses. Therefore, the112

significance of identifying the right datasets to pre-113

train on is highlighted.114

Adapter Modules 115

Adapter tuning is a parameter-efficient way to per- 116

form transfer learning without fining tuning the 117

entire model proposed by Houlsby et al. (2019). A 118

bottleneck adapter module consisting of a small 119

number of new parameters is added to the model, 120

and only the new adapter top-layer will be trained 121

while the original network’s parameters remain un- 122

changed. In this way, parameters are shared be- 123

tween the original and new network to a great ex- 124

tent and there is no need to train an entirely new 125

model. It is first used under the online setting where 126

the same network is reused for the training of mul- 127

tiple downstream tasks. 128

See 1 for the adapter’s architecture (Houlsby 129

et al., 2019). Two adapter modules are added to the 130

Transformer Layer. Each adapter Layer consists 131

of the layers shown on the right architecture. In 132

the fine-tuning phase of transfer learning, only the 133

green layers are trained on the downstream task, 134

while the parameters from the original network 135

remain the same. 136

TRIP dataset 137

Recent work has shown that large-scale language 138

models lack verifiable reasoning despite having 139

high accuracy on the end task. Large-scale bench- 140

mark datasets targeting commonsense reasoning 141

tasks (e.g., (Mishra et al., 2018), (Bisk et al., 2020)) 142

typically do not support the evaluation of the rea- 143

soning process. To address this problem, a new 144

benchmark dataset TRIP is introduced (Storks 145

et al., 2021). It uses story plausibility classification 146

as the end task and has dense annotations for cap- 147

turing multi-tiered reasoning. Models with satisfac- 148

tory performance on previous datasets may fail the 149

tasks posed by TRIP, because TRIP emphasizes 150
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Figure 1: Architecture of the adapter module and how it fits in the Transformer model (Houlsby et al., 2019). Only
the green layers are trained on the downstream task.

the language model’s verifiable physical common151

sense reasoning ability. A set of physical states and152

new metrics, verifiability, and consistency are also153

introduced to measure the language model’s tiered154

reasoning ability. Language models are evaluated155

on verifiability and consistency, where verifiability156

evaluates the model’s ability to detect the change157

of physical states and how it affects the plausibility158

of the story and consistency evaluates the model’s159

ability to detect conflicts in the story.160

Many of the large-scale language models, though161

having high accuracy on the end task, fail to162

achieve high consistency and verifiability and con-163

sistency on the TRIP dataset. With experiments164

done on state-of-art popular language models, the165

highest consistency is only 28.0%, achieved by166

BERT, and the highest verifiability is only 10.6%,167

achieved by ROBERTA.168

PIQA dataset169

Introduced in 2020, Physical Interaction: Question170

Answering (PIQA) is a new benchmark dataset171

for physical commonsense reasoning (Bisk et al.,172

2020). The modeling of physical commonsense173

knowledge places a challenge on AI’s ability in in-174

teracting with the physical world. This is essential175

especially for the development of robots that un-176

derstand and respond to natural languages. Recent177

progress has been made on abstract tasks through178

large-scale pretraining models, while whether these179

models can capture physical commonsense knowl-180

edge remains unclear. PIQA is thus introduced to 181

fix this gap. 182

Covering the wide aspects of phenomena, the 183

PIQA benchmark requires the capture of the knowl- 184

edge of basic properties of the objects, as well as 185

the correct identification of more preferable an- 186

swers, which requires high-level commonsense rea- 187

soning. The accuracy achieved by human is about 188

95%, while the large-scale pretrained model strug- 189

gles with this task and achieves the highest accu- 190

racy of about 77%. The physical common sensing 191

reasoning of PIQA shares similarity with the TRIP 192

task. 193

Hellaswag dataset 194

The Hellaswag dataset (Zellers et al., 2019) is 195

introduced to answer the question: “Can machine 196

perform human-level commonsense inference de- 197

spite reaching human-level performance with re- 198

spect to evaluation metrics?" The sources of this 199

dataset include video captions from the ActivityNet 200

Captions dataset (Krishna et al., 2017) and an on- 201

line how-to manual, WikiHow. 202

By requiring machines to choose the most rea- 203

sonable followup for an event description, this task 204

measures the commonsense reasoning ability of 205

state-of-the-art models. Evaluation results suggest 206

that humans find the task easy and achieve an ac- 207

curacy that is greater than 95%, but state-of-the-art 208

models struggle with this task with an accuracy of 209

less than 48%. 210
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Figure 2: A example of story pairs from the TRIP dataset (Storks et al., 2021), with conflicting pairs and change of
physical states.

3 Approaches211

Target Task212

For the target task, we are going to use the TRIP213

dataset and follow the proposed tiered reasoning214

system. Our goal is to improve the baseline perfor-215

mance of the TRIP model.216

Intermediate Task217

Recent work has shown that inference tasks and218

commonsense reasoning QA tasks are generally219

useful as intermediate tasks (Pruksachatkun et al.,220

2020). MNLI and CosmosQA are proven to be gen-221

erally helpful in increasing the performance of the222

target task. Moreover, since we use TRIP dataset223

as the downstream task, intermediate tasks should224

be chosen based on their similarity with the TRIP225

dataset. The intermediate tasks should emphasize226

the model’s reasoning abilities, and preferably be a227

question-answering or an inference task.228

Based on this rule, the intermediate tasks we229

explored include CosmosQA (Huang et al., 2019),230

BoolQ (Clark et al., 2019), Aristo (Clark et al.,231

2018), Hellaswag (Zellers et al., 2019), RACE232

(Lai et al., 2017), WinoGrande (Sakaguchi et al.,233

2020), ART (Bhagavatula et al., 2019), and PIQA234

(Bisk et al., 2020). Detailed information for each235

task is summarized in table 1.236

Fine-tuning237

Three different transformers are considered in our238

project: RoBERTa-base, RoBERTa-large,239

and GPT.240

In the fine-tuning phase, we copy the weights241

from the pre-trained transformers on eight different242

datasets and use them as the starting point for the243

training of the TRIP model.244

Adapter Tuning 245

We performed architectural modifications by 246

adding an adapter module on top of the transform- 247

ers. Adapter tuning is first proposed to be used on 248

a list of downstream tasks (Houlsby et al., 2019), 249

and we applied it in our project to make transfer 250

learning more parameter-efficient given our limited 251

resourced on Great Lakes. Instead of fine-tuning 252

110M of parameters on RoBERTa-base, we used 253

adapters pre-trained on ART and CosmosQA as the 254

pre-trained networks and added another layer of 255

adapters with a small number of parameters. Dur- 256

ing the training process, we leave the parameters 257

of RoBERTa-based untouched, and only train 258

on the adapter layer. There is no doubt that the 259

performance of such models will be worse than 260

models trained with RoBERTa-large with 1.5B 261

parameters, but our results show that after applying 262

adapters, the model with transfer learning obtained 263

almost similar performance with models trained on 264

RoBERTa-large with faster training, indicating 265

a satisfactory trade-off between performance and 266

time. 267

Optimizer Selection 268

With the baseline TRIP with no transfer learn- 269

ing, we also perform experiments and compare the 270

performance of the following optimizers: AdamW 271

(proposed in the original TRIP paper), Adam, and 272

SGD. 273

4 Evaluation 274

Evaluation Metrics 275

Accuracy, Consistency and Verifiability 276

Accuracy is used to measure the end task predic- 277

tion performance and is calculated by dividing the 278

total number of testing examples by the number of 279
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Figure 3: Transfer gains are calculated against the best baseline TRIP model with no transfer. Models are evaluated
on the validation/dev dataset of TRIP with accuracy, consistency, and verifiability.

stories that are correctly classified. Based on the ac-280

curacy, consistency further measures the ability to281

identify conflicting sentence pairs for implausible282

stories. On the basis of consistency, verifiability283

further assesses the ability to correctly identify the284

underlying physical states which cause the conflict.285

Model Performance286

We visualized the metrics values in Figure 5. The287

baseline accuracy, consistency, and verifiability on288

the validation dataset are approximately 76.7%,289

22.0%, and 9.6% respectively; the baseline ac-290

curacy, consistency, and verifiability on the test291

dataset are 77.5%, 25.4%, and 8.5% respectively.292

On the validation set, Hellaswag produces the293

best performance on consistency and verifiability294

compared with other models. The consistency is295

about 6% better than the baseline, and the verifia-296

bility is about 3% better than the baseline. RACE297

obtains the highest accuracy of 77.0%, which is298

close to the performance of the baseline.299

On the test set, Hellaswag obtains the highest300

consistency of 25.9% and the highest verifiability301

of 9.7%. For accuracy, ART performs the best with302

an accuracy of 78.6%. However, ART performs303

significantly worse than the baseline in terms of 304

consistency and verifiability. 305

Transfer Gains and Losses 306

We created multiple plots to visualize the transfer 307

gains and losses. Figure 3 summarizes the per- 308

formances of different pretrained models on the 309

validation dataset. Although the improvement in 310

accuracy and verifiability is tiny, with high con- 311

sistency, most models outperform the baseline in 312

detecting conflicts in the story. In general, Hel- 313

laswag is the model the performs best on the 314

validation dataset. 315

We also compare the performances of the models 316

on the test dataset, using Figure 4. The results are 317

generally consistent with the results on the valida- 318

tion dataset. According to Figure 4, RoBERTa- 319

large pretrained on Hellaswag shows the 320

highest consistency and verifiability. RoBERTa- 321

large pretrained on Aristo and RACE also pro- 322

duce reasonably high values of metrics. These 323

models performs better than the baseline when con- 324

sidering consistency and verifiability. This may 325

imply potential advantages of transfer learning in 326

tiered commonsense reasoning. 327
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Figure 4: Transfer gains are calculated against the best baseline TRIP model with no transfer. Models are evaluated
on the test dataset of TRIP with accuracy, consistency, and verifiability.

However, models based on RoBERTa-base328

generally performs worse than the the baseline.329

RoBERTa-large is a larger model based off330

RoBERTa-base, which may explain the rela-331

tively worse performance of the RoBERTa-base332

models. Moreover, transfer learning still shows its333

potential in improving the baseline performance as334

the differences in values of metrics is reasonably335

small.336

5 Discussion337

Models with more Parameters338

We provided a plot for average relative gains339

obtained by applying transfer learning (see Fig-340

ure 6). In this figure, we divided the models341

into two categories: using RoBERTa-base with342

adapters, and using RoBERTa-large with fully343

fine-tuning parameters . We can see that the trans-344

fer gains are all much higher if we use RoBERTa-345

large with fully fine-tuning parameters. Be-346

low are the two reasons of such results. Firstly,347

RoBERTa-large with fully fine-tuning parame-348

ters will train the entire network, while RoBERTa-349

base with adapters will only train the adapter mod-350

ule. Secondly, RoBERTa-base with adapters 351

uses RoBERTa-base with 110M of parameters 352

and RoBERTa-large has 1.5B of parameters. 353

Fine-tuning in Sequence 354

We also did some experiements on fine-tuning in 355

sequence. There is one model we perform exper- 356

iments on with a RoBERTa-large model pre- 357

trained on RACE and then transfer it to Aristo. 358

After these two layers of transfer learning, we ap- 359

plied it again to TRIP. 360

Challenges 361

Reproducing the TRIP model is a great challenge 362

to us because of our limited accessibility to high- 363

performance GPUs. Adapters are introduced to our 364

project when we need to perform a more efficient 365

way for parameter-tuning given the limited time 366

and resources. Setting up and resolving the Great 367

Lakes also takes another huge chunk of time for 368

us, because many of the issues are related to the 369

underlying architecture of Great Lakes and some 370

necessary packages cannot be installed properly. 371

Another challenge we would like to address is 372

the selection of intermediate tasks. Given the fact 373
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Figure 5: Performance of all models evaluated on TRIP validation and test datasets. Evaluation metrics are accuracy,
consistency, and verifiablity. The red dotted line marks the best baseline performance of TRIP with no transfer
learning.

that there is no guarantee of transfer gains on any374

one of the intermediate tasks, we have decided to375

move forward with a wide range of datasets and see376

how they affect the final performance of the TRIP377

model. This decision, though time-consuming,378

is proved to be the right choice given the exper-379

iment results we obtained–we did see some trans-380

fer losses, especially on the test datasets of TRIP,381

when performing transfer learning.382

Limitations and Future Work383

However, there are certain limitations to our work.384

The most outstanding limitation of our work is that385

we did not perform a comprehensive set of param-386

eter combinations when performing grid-search.387

Given the limited resources we have, we could388

only run one set of parameters on each run, and389

performing an exhaustive set of combinations will390

be too time-consuming for us. Therefore, we only391

do one or two sets of parameters for each model392

after transfer learning and re-use the best combina-393

tion of parameters from the TRIP model with no394

transfer learning.395

We have refined the code base for training with396

a GPT-neo transformer. However, we were not397

able to run the training because of the limitation on398

CUDA memory.399

We also attempted to train PIQA with400

RoBERTa-large, and because of the same rea-401

sons above, we could not finish our training.402

If we have access to a better GPU, we would like 403

to train TRIP with transfer learning and perform an 404

exhaustive search on the parameter combinations. 405

This should yield a more accurate result of which 406

task serves the best as the intermediate task. 407

6 Conclusion 408

In this project, we explored transfer learning to im- 409

prove the baseline performance of TRIP. We suc- 410

cessfully implemented eight datasets, all of which 411

have an emphasis on the language model’s reason- 412

ing ability thus having great potential on the TRIP 413

task. In addition, we experimented with parameter 414

tuning through the adoption of an adapter module. 415

We have also altered the learning rate and changed 416

the optimizer to measure the effects. 417

Our results show that Hellaswag performs 418

better than the baseline with respect to consistency 419

and verifiability on the test and validation dataset. 420

Aristo under two layers of transfer learning (a 421

RoBERTa-large model pre-trained on RACE 422

and then transfer it to Aristo) and RACE have 423

comparable performance with the baseline. These 424

findings may indicate some potentials of transfer 425

learning in improving the tiered commonsense rea- 426

soning of large language models. Other models 427

based on RoBERTa-base perform worse than the 428

baseline and the relative simplicity of the model 429

may explain this deficiency. 430
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Figure 6: Average relative transfer gains obtained by applying transfer learning. The above figure shows the transfer
gain of using roberta-large pre-trained models, and the below figure shows the transfer gain of using roberta-base
pre-trained models. Red denotes the performance on the test dataset of TRIP, and blue denotes the performance on
the validation dataset of TRIP. Model is evaluated on metrics of accuracy, consistency and verifiability.

7 Division of Work431

Team Composition432

We form a team of two: Wenfei Tang (major in433

CSE) and Juejue Wang (major in applied statistics).434

Project Timeline435

• 11/9/2021 - 11/15/2021: Collected feedback436

from Prof. Chai and GSIs to make sure the ap-437

proaches and datasets are appropriate; modified438

the proposal based on the suggestions;439

• 11/20/2021 - 11/26/2021: Got ourselves familiar440

with the code base of TRIP. Failed to use Google441

Colab to reproduce the results because of CUDA442

memory limitations on Colab.443

• 11/27/2021 - 11/30/2021: Got ourselves familiar 444

with running the code base on Great Lakes server. 445

Successfully reproduced the results; 446

• 12/1/2021 - 12/9/2021: Start running experi- 447

ments; 448

• 12/9/2021: Made slides and prepared for presen- 449

tation; 450

• 12/10/2021 Project presentation; Collected ques- 451

tions and answered them; 452

• 12/11/2021 - 12/16/2021: Compose the project 453

final report; 454

• 12/16/2021: Submit the final report and code; 455
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Wenfei Tang’s Contribution456

1. Reproduced results from TRIP;457

2. Fixed reproducing errors and some issues in458

the TRIP pre-processing code;459

3. Modified the TRIP code base to allow transfer460

learning; added to the code to make it com-461

patible with training RoBERTa-base, GPT-462

NEO, and PIQA;463

4. Trained models on Aristo, RACE, Wino-464

Grande, ART;465

5. Wrote the related work, approaches, and dis-466

cussion parts of the report;467

Juejue Wang’s Contribution468

1. Attemped to reproduce TRIP on Google Co-469

lab, and fixed environment issues of running470

TRIP on Great Lakes;471

2. Reproduced results from TRIP;472

3. Trained models on BoolQ, Aristo, Hel-473

laswag, RACE;474

4. Wrote the introduction, evaluation and conclu-475

sion of the report;476

5. Performed data analysis and made tables for477

the report;478

8 Code Repo479

Github Repo.480
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